The quantification of noncovalent interactions in big systems is of crucial importance for understanding the structure and function of biosystems. The NCI method [J. Am. Chem. Soc. 132 , 6498 (2010)] enables to identify attractive and repulsive noncovalent interactions from promolecular densities in a fast manner. However, the approach remained up to now visual/qualitative, the relationship with energetics was conspicuously missing. We present a new version of NCIPLOT which allows quantifying the properties of the NonCovalent Interaction (NCI) regions in a fast manner.
Introduction
The proper evaluation of noncovalent interactions is of paramount importance to understand and design new compounds, from biological macromolecules to materials. 1, 2 Despite their individual weakness, noncovalent interactions are ubiquitous. For instance, life on Earth is mostly based on hydrogen bonding between DNA chains. 3 In biochemistry, enzyme recognition relies on specific noncovalent interactions between the enzyme and its substrate. 4 In materials, the strong resistance of a graphite tip comes from the packing between graphite layers. 5 Quantum chemistry methods for noncovalent interactions have undergone a tremendous (r)evolution in the last decade. Not only are they able to rationalize the observed properties in materials, but they also show prediction capabilities, which represents a significant advance. 6, 7 As an example, since the seminal work of Grimme and co-workers on DFT (Density Functional Theory), 8 interaction energies and geometries of noncovalent systems can be computed at a relatively low computational cost. This work triggered the research on the fast computation of noncovalent interactions within DFT approaches (e.g. D3 8 and vdW-DF 9 ) leading to a new stage in material science simulations. Wavefunction methods have also benefited from the evolution of the field: Møller-Plesset perturbation theory methods, which were the methods of choice for noncovalent interactions before DFT improvements, have become more accurate with the development of scale-spin component approaches. 10 Even the golden standard method for noncovalent interactions, CCSD(T), whose use was until recently limited to ca. a dozen atoms, is now applicable to more realistic, and interesting systems (4000 basis functions) through the domain localized natural pair orbital approach . 11, 12 Despite the importance of global properties such as the interaction energy, local analyses can provide valuable information. Knowing which parts of the molecule are interacting (or not) and through which type of interaction is fundamental for an efficient inverse design. This kind of information, which is implicitly reflected in the binding energy, is important for both experimental and computational chemistry. In this context, real space approaches, which are based on a chemically grounded scalar or vector field, have enabled the revision of many classical chemical concepts. Among the most popular real spaces approaches, one can find the Quantum Theory of Atoms In Molecules (QTAIM), 13 the Electron Localization Function (ELF), 14 restricted space partitioning 15 and the NonCovalent Interaction (NCI) index. 16 The NCI index has become one of the most widely used tools to analyze chemical interactions in the last decade. It was originally proposed as a visualization tool to identify and classify noncovalent interactions. Further investigations revealed its applicability to other interaction types, such as covalent 17 and ionic bonds, 18 and eventually motivated the revision of its theoretical ground. 19 The NCIPLOT code 20 was the first implementation of the NCI index. It enabled visualization of NCI surfaces in organic, inorganic and biological molecules. Due to its intuitive depiction of noncovalent interactions, it was well received by both the theoretical and experimental community. However, the most important point to elucidate is the relationship between NCI regions and the interaction energy. Several approaches have been put forward. 21, 22 However, these studies were not able to provide a general approach to the energetics in terms of the NCI region, but, just like other types of density analysis, 13 these approaches remained limited to intermolecular interactions within the same family of compounds. 23 In this paper, we present a new version of the NCIPLOT code 20 which includes the up-to-now missing quantitative features. We define integrals of the density involved in the noncovalent interactions that show a regression with respect to the energy that is comparable to that of GGA functionals. The density used for this regression is promolecular, and as such does not require a SCF (Self-Consistent Field) calculation of the system under study.
This represents a breakthrough for a quantitative analysis of noncovalent interactions in biosystems, which are generally too large to allow for the generation of an SCF wavefunction. In this way, we obtain a first significant speed-up by skipping the calculation of the wavefunction. To further speed up the calculation, multi-level grids have been implemented, which reduce the number of points where the density and reduced density gradient need to be computed, focusing only on the regions that are relevant for noncovalent interactions.
Results are fairly stable with respect to the the parameters, as highlighted in the ESI. The progressive scaling down from the initial coarse grid through multiple steps to the finest one, which is chosen by the user, ensures the accuracy of the results. Applications to biosystems are progressively built on small systems at the golden standard level and machine learning on bigger systems, enabling to identify the relevance of the NCI integrals. The structural and energetic information provides basic information of which atoms are contributing to the stabilization and how in an efficient manner that should be a breakthrough in the analysis of MD trajectories and the construction of new scoring functions.
The NCI method

Identifying chemical interactions: The reduced density gradient
The NCI method is firmly rooted on the properties of the reduced density gradient. 24 It is a function of the electron density, ρ(r), and its gradient
with C s = 2(3π 2 ) 1/3 . The 4/3 exponent of the density ensures that s(r) (also known as RDG) is a dimensionless quantity. This function is an indicator of the bosonic character of the system. 19 Far away from nuclear positions s(r) is driven to high values, s(r) → ∞. The ability of the NCI method to overcome other approaches, such as QTAIM, stems from the Non-QTAIM-CPs. These points are not considered in QTAIM, and they are a byproduct of the structure of the electron density Hessian matrix, specially relevant for weak intramolecular interactions. 25 Indeed, QTAIM focuses on the analysis of the electron density, but is not able to recover closed shell interactions (weak interactions, lone pairs). 26 The properties of s(r) isosurfaces are determined by their critical points: components of the s(r) isosurface are born and die at minima and maxima of s(r), respectively. Hence, the visualization of the isosurfaces, which is the main qualitative application of NCIPLOT, enables a faster cast of intermolecular interactions than other methods that involve a complete analysis of a list of critical points.
Added to the ability of identifying very weak interactions in a fast manner, the NCI approach also classifies them in different types relevant to chemical interpretation. This is probably the reason behind its success among the chemical community. This classification is done in terms of the second eigenvalue of the electron density Hessian matrix (λ 2 ). The product of the electron density and the sign of λ 2 , sign(λ 2 )ρ, has shown to satisfactory differentiate between van der Waals interactions, hydrogen bonds and steric clashes. Firstly, s(r) is plotted against sign(λ 2 )ρ, (NCI diagram), so that peaks in the NCI diagram represent interaction regions, and their position (the sign(λ 2 )ρ value) is correlated with the interaction type: hydrogen bonds < 0, van der Waals around zero (irrespective of the sign) and steric clashes > 0. 16 Secondly, peaks in the NCI diagram are represented in 3D as s(r) isosurfaces.
In order to facilitate the connection between peaks and the 3D representation, a color code based on sign(λ 2 )ρ is applied to both the NCI diagram and the 3D isosurface. This process is shown in Figure 1 for the phenol dimer.
The NCI diagram in Figure 1a molecule; the other interaction region is localized between the phenyl groups in the hydroxyl region. The former region corresponds to the blue peak, and due to its localization and density value, can be identified with the hydrogen bond between the two phenol molecules.
The latter, more delocalized and at lower density values, corresponds to the van der Waals interaction between molecules.
At positive values of sign(λ 2 )ρ, there are two peaks: one at higher density and colored in light brown, the other colored in light green and at density close to 0.0 a.u. When represented in 3D (Figure 1 c), the brown peak encloses a region in the center of the phenyl rings, representing a repulsive interaction. The greenish peak, is the complementary of the aforementioned green peak at negative sign(λ 2 )ρ values, and both together represent the van der Waals component of the interaction between the phenol molecules.
All in all, the two components of the interaction between phenol molecules, and the extra components associated with the steric clash, can be isolated by means of the NCI method.
However, this should not lead to the idea that stronger interactions cannot be analyzed by it. Raising the density threshold, stronger interaction such as covalent and ionic can also be studied by the NCI method. 17, 18 This is specially useful for visualizing reaction mechanisms,
where bonds are formed and broken, 27, 28 and catalysis studies. 23
Input information
The NCI method does not require an a priori definition of different noncovalent interaction types: it is generally applicable, based purely on two scalar fields. As such, it is of interest extending the technique to molecular systems of all kinds and sizes.
In the case of small systems, the electron density ρ(r) and the reduced density gradient s(r) can be obtained from an approximate wavefunction. Calculating accurate wavefunctions for small to moderately sized systems is feasible within the framework of DFT. 29 However, solving the electronic structure of biomolecular systems is generally not possible, as the number of atoms and conformational freedom increases the computational cost beyond current computing capacities. Due to the small orbital overlap in the noncovalent interaction region, the total density can be approximated without an important loss of information from the sum of atomic densities, arising from atomic orbitals. This approach, known as promolecular 30 or IAM (Independent Atom Model), provides a good approximation to the total density in the region of interest. The quality of such approximate densities is generally very good, and thus can be used to i) accelerate NCI analysis for small systems, using promolecular instead of wavefunction densities, ii) access large systems, for which a wavefunction cannot be generated in a useful timescale.
Following the previous NCIPLOT release, atomic densities have been stored internally.
A full discussion of the promolecular approach can be found in Refs. 20, 26 Coupling with Extremely Localized Molecu-lar Orbitals 31 is planned to generate increasingly accurate fragment densities.
Characteristics of the new code
Definition of the integration regions
The main concern that needs to be addressed for NCI to be used in the quantitative interpretation of data, or inverse design, is the relationship between energies and NCI regions. Since peaks in the NCI diagram lead to closed regions of space associated with single interactions, the main objective of this section is to provide definitions of NCI volumes and to estimate their properties so as to relate them to the strength of the interaction. It is worth noting that this interaction strength is a local property, not a quantum mechanical observable. Hence, expressing the interaction energy as a function of properties of the NCI region would provide a local density-energy connection with wide applicability.
Integration over volume elements have been implemented for a fast estimation of properties (A) as:
where A(r i ) is the value of the property A at the point r i of the grid; and ∆x i , ∆y i and ∆z i stand for the increments along the x, y and z direction. Their product ∆ r i = ∆x i ∆y i ∆z i defines a volume element at r i . Grid steps lower than 0.1 Å are in general recommendable for performing integrations. Integrations over the following properties have been implemented:
ρ, s and volume (V ). Integrations over selected ranges of sign(λ 2 )ρ have also been implemented. This allows for a quantitative analysis of individual interactions in terms of their attractive, repulsive or van der Waals characters.
In order to compute chemical properties within the regions highlighted by the NCI method a clean definition of the interaction region, Ω N CI , is needed. Two possibilities have been implemented within the NCIPLOT4 code: i) the monomer density is used as reference to define intermolecular interactions at a fixed s(ρ) (like in the isosurfaces), ii) the s(ρ) from the monomers is used as reference. Given its fast and efficient results, option i) is preferable for treating big systems, and was chosen for treating the systems presented in the Applications Section.
Option 1: Based on ρ
From the promolecular approach exposed above, the interaction region in a complex AB can This algorithm relies on the idea underlying the NCI method: deviations from the s(ρ) exponential behavior characterize chemical interactions. Using a reference reduced density gradient s ref , NCI diagrams are plotted for the interacting system and the reference system leading to two curves (see Figure 2 right). A point r i is said to belong to the integration region Ω N CI if it satisfies the following three conditions (see Figure 2 right). Although this approach has shown to provide good results for hydrogen bonded dimers, 21 it is difficult to expand to big systems (where many peaks are present) and
intramolecular interactions (where monomers are not defined).
All things considered, Option 1 is universally applicable with no explicit need for a reference, and significantly simpler to implement and calculate. Furthermore, it remains valid for any constructed ρ that may be partitioned in fragments Thus, Option 1 is our preferred approach for the definition of Ω N CI , and further analyses will focus on validating and assessing this technique, particularly so in the analysis of interaction energies. 
Acceleration with multi-level grids
Focusing on biomolecular applications, an important acceleration of the code is needed.
Given the fact that high density regions are not needed for the analysis of noncovalent interactions, a multi-level grid is perfectly adapted for the acceleration of the code.
In the input file, the grid increments in the x-, y-, z-axis are set to ∆x, ∆y, ∆z (the INCREMENTS option). For the multi-level grid method, we take n levels of grids denoted by g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g n , from coarse to fine with decreasing factors α 1 > α 2 > . . . > α n = 1. That is to say, the increments of the k-th grid g k are set to α k ∆x,α k ∆y,α k ∆z. We then propose a new option, CG2FG (coarse grid to fine grid), with n + 1 entries n, α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α n defining the multi-level grids.
In this method, we first compute (ρ, s) at each grid point of the coarsest grid g 1 , (ρ 1 , s 1 ), and then check if ρ 1 > α 1 ρ c or s 1 > α 1 s c . If this is the case (i.e. Eq. 3 is not satisfied), this grid point is not interesting from the noncovalent point of view (it has too big density or s). Thus we call this grid point non-active. A box is called non-active if any of its vertices is non-active. This is done so as to avoid possible positive (negative) integration values of sign(λ 2 )ρ in negative (positive) ranges leading to artificial sign changes. A non-active box does not contribute to the isosurface and should consequently be ignored. We record the activeness information for all boxes of g 1 . Next, for each grid point of g 2 , we check whether it belongs to a non-active box of g 1 or not. If so, it is not necessary to compute (ρ, s) and it can be directly set as non-active. Otherwise, we compute (ρ 2 , s 2 ) and repeat the procedure, checking whether ρ 2 > α 2 ρ c or s 2 > α 2 s c , to determine the activeness or non-activeness of the point.
Again, we record the activeness information for all boxes of g 2 . In general, given any point in the grid g k with k ≥ 2, we first check if it is non-active based on the activeness information of the coarser grid g k−1 . This avoids computing the density and s quantities many times in the non-interesting region. In the remaining region, (ρ k , s k ) are computed and compared with α k ρ c and α k s c , to determine the activeness and non-activeness. Those active boxes of g k are then recognized and recorded for the following finer grid g k+1 analysis.
This process is repeated until the final (finest) grid g n is reached. Figure 3 gives a 2D schematic diagram of the above multi-level grid method. In this diagram, three levels of grids are employed with α 1 = 4, α 2 = 2, α 1 = 1. Only the density and s at the active grid points in the rightmost figure should be computed, which is much less expensive than dealing with the finest grid directly.
By default, the CG2FG option is set to 1 1 using only one-level grid, i.e. without acceleration. In practice, we recommend to set CG2FG to 3 4 2 1 or 4 8 4 2 1 with 3-or 4-level grids for acceleration. Examples of multi-grid input and output can be found in ESI.
We have tested on the performance of this acceleration technique on the computation time and the percentage of the active points in the finest grid. Three examples are illustrated in Table 1 , including the adenin-thymine intermolecular interaction (AT2, 30 atoms), the protein-ligand interaction of 2V5X (266 atoms) and 1ACB protein-inhibitor complex (2289 atoms). It is observed that the multi-level grid method can decrease the time of computing ρ and s, from up to to tens of times. This consequently helps to decrease the total run time, especially whenever the computation of (ρ, s) is the most time-consuming step. Moreover, since the calculation is performed using promolecular densities, it is highly parallelizable.
Generally speaking, if the NCI region is small compared to the complete cube, the multilevel grid method could perform very efficiently. As a final check, the percentage of active points in the finest grid and the one of the multilevel grids have been compared to verify that convergence to the same region is achieved.
This implies that active points are not being left behind. This is illustrated in Figure 4 ,
where the active boxes and the interior NCI isosurface of 2V5X are shown. We can see that the active boxes matches the NCI region enclosed by the iso-surface.
Accelerationwith GPUs is also under way. 
Flowchart
The flowchart of the code is depicted in Figure 5 . The data-flow maintains the main features of the first version of the code published in 2011. 20 The new additions to the code are highlighted in blue.
The main piece of information is ρ. It can be computed from the wavefunction or from the coordinates in promolecular calculations (.xyz file). In addition to the reading of wavefunction files from .wfn files, it is now also possible to read .wfx files. wfx files were specially conceived for storing wavefunction data of unlimited size, which is specially interesting in the case of the big systems we are pursuing.
Then, a number of constraints are imposed. First, the electron density is only computed within a cubic box around the molecular system (if not defined by the user). Typically, a radial threshold of 2.0 Å is added to the outermost xyz coordinates. This value can be modified by the user. Then, several density and reduced density gradient cutoffs are applied.
They are only computed in those points where these two scalar fields take values lower than a defined cutoff. If the new adaptative grid option is used, this process takes place in a step-wise manner, focusing on the interaction region according to the user-defined successive sub-divisions.
After these steps, the visualization part can already take place. If the user wants to single out individual chemical interactions, several filters had already been implemented in the original code based on the strength of the interaction, geometry, and intermolecular nature. 1. Strength. It is well-known that the strength of a chemical interaction is proportional to the value of ρ in the interaction region. By selecting electron density and reduced density gradient cutoffs, single peaks in the NCI diagram can be isolated and visualized.
2.
Geometry. Contrary to the previous criterion, chemical interactions can be isolated not from the NCI diagram, but from their spatial location. For that, the computation of ρ and s is restricted to a cubic box defined by the user. Three algorithms exist to define the cubic box:
• ATCUBE keyword. This new option enables to build a cubic box around a selected list of atoms.
• RADIUS keyword. The cubic box is defined by the origin and the length of its axes.
• CUBE keyword. The cubic box is defined by its xyz boundaries.
Pure intermolecular interactions
In this release, this filter is available both for promolecular and Wavefunction calculations. However, given the additivity of promolecular densities, a promolecular filter is used in both cases. Provided that the promolecular density is defined by the sum of atomic densities, it can be divided into molecular or fragment contributions. The ratio between molecular densities (ρ mol ) and the total density (ρ total ) is used as a criterion to differentiate intermolecular from intramolecular interactions.
4. Centered around a given molecule. In some complicated cases such as a enzymesubstrate complexes, it is fundamental to analyze the interactions of a given substrate and the active site. This is automatically done by the keyword LIGAND, which builds a cubic box around one of the molecules (the ligand, as specified by the user).
Finally, if the user desires quantitative information, the integrals defined above are executed (examples given in ESI).
Applications to Biochemistry and Biophysics
In this section, we will focus in the new features available in NCIPLOT4 and illustrate (i) estimations of NCI properties and their relationship with structure and energetics and (ii) their applicability to large systems. We believe this is an important step forward in the estimation of energy directly from the geometry of a weakly bound complex, while providing insight into the atoms involved in the interaction. This duality should help in many areas of chemistry, but most importantly in biological and pharmacological applications.
Proof of concept in small molecules interaction energies
In this subsection, we present a proof of concept from small systems, the S66 and S66x8 databases provided in Refs. 32, 33 The S66 dataset is a collection of small noncovalent dimers whose interaction energy has been determined at the golden standard CCSD(T)/CBS level.
It constitutes the first step in the benchmarking of noncovalent interactions within the quantum chemistry.
Taking the definition of integrals in option i) introduced above, we have analyzed the correlation between the interaction energy and the integrals of the electron density over the active points Ω a (the multigrid approximation to the NCI region - Figure 4 ). The following integrals have been computed for different choices of the s cutoff, s c :
and
where ρ A and ρ B represent the monomer densities and ρ = ρ A + ρ B stands for the total promolecular dimer density.
An analysis of the correlations for the S66 database (see ESI) has shown that the highest correlation is obtained for I n with n = 2 − 2.5 and s c = 1.0. In general this cutoff maximizes correlation between integrals and interaction energies, and is also more robust with respect to the exponent of I n . The fit for n = 2.5 is shown in Figure 6 , where the correlation coefficient R is 0.94 and the mean relative error is 20.00%. Similar results are also obtained for n = 2, with R = 0.93 (see SI). It should be noted that this range of error is the one found with current routine methods such as PBED3 (for reference, MAE on the S66 set for PBE/6-31+G(d,p) is 53% whereas it goes down to 18% for PBED3/6-31+G(d,p)). 34 All in all, this approach allows a DFT+dispersion estimation of the interaction energy of the S66 set from atomic densities, at a trivial cost. Figure 6 : Data fitting of the integral I 2.5 and the interaction energy for S66 dimers. 32 Since intermolecular interactions can span a wide range of distances, in a second step, each dimer in S66 is extended to 8 different distances along the binding energy potentials (with displacement factors β = 0.9, 0.95, 1.00, 1.05, 1.10, 1.25, 1.50, 2.00). 33 We assume that the interaction energy of a dimer with displacement factor β satisfies the Lennard-Jones type potential in the following form:
where A and B are two positive constants, m 1 and m 2 are two positive integers and E 1 is the minimum energy of the dimer when β = 1. After optimization, we have set these parameters to A = 5, B = 4, m 1 = 4 and m 2 = 5 for all dimers. To predict the energy of S66x8 dimers, we first predict the minimum energy E 1 from the data fitting in Figure   6 and then compute the interaction energy E β based on Eq. (8) . As shows in Figure 7 , we can observe that the predicted energy still has a high correlation with the exact energy,
where the correlation coefficient is 0.95145 and the mean relative error is 19.76%. This result points at the ability of NCI volume to encode information beyond the equilibrium. Indeed, density based descriptors are usually difficult to use outside equilibrium while keeping a low computational cost. This approach enables to simultaneously overcome both difficulties.
In the next sections, we will use this results in biological applications, trying to delve on the correlation between energetics and repulsive and attractive energy terms. 
Dissecting interaction energies in biosystems
In order to go towards bigger systems, we are interested in identifying the contribution of the different types of interaction types. However, this is not feasible for the small s66 set.
Hence, we have carried out a classical molecular dynamics (MD) trajectory and extracted a big number of frames which were used as training set for a basic machine learning algorithm (Ridge Regression) in order to determine which NCI information was crucial for the interaction energy of our complex (hydrogen bond,van der Waals, repulsive interaction).
We have chosen a dimer of the peptide NYNYN. It is rich in polar residues, which allows us to explore electrostatic interaction, but also presents aromatic rings (tyrosine residues), providing in a compact system a wide range of noncovalent interactions. Each monomer has an acetylated N-terminus and an amidated C-terminus, so that the overall structure is neutral. We carried out a 10 ns trajectory, of which 1000 frames were selected. In order to have a good reference interaction energy, each frame was then computed at the BSSEcorrected PBE-D3 level . 35, 36 The DFT calculation yields a wide range of values, going from -24.08 to -76.32 kcal/mol, which enables to explore the NCI capabilities. Further details about these calculations are reported in the ESI.
The NCIPLOT (n=2) integrals have been split into different ranges of interaction (ranges of sign(λ 2 )ρ): -0.1 to -0.02, corresponding to attractive interactions, -0.02 to 0.02 to van der Waals, and 0.02 to 0.1 corresponding to repulsive interactions (see ESI for data). Stability with respect to this ranges has also been verified. The dataset was split into a training set used for fitting with a Ridge Regression (700 structures) and the linear model used to predict the interaction energies on the remaining 300 structures . 37 The average error of prediction is of 9%, with a training score of 0.62 and a test score of 0.59 (more details about the fitting procedure are reported in the ESI). These results indicate that there is a good correlation between NCI integrals and the interaction energy.
On top of the charges, volumes were also considered. The linear coefficients obtained in the regression are the following: for the charges, attractive, van der Waals and repulsive, respectively, we obtained -8.24, 8.16 and 1.88, while for the volumes we obtain -0.23, -0.12 and 0.46 for the three terms in the same order. These coefficients confirm the relevance of the charge over the volume of the region, as explored in the previous section. Moreover, for the prion sequence, the size of the coefficients points at the attractive and van der Waals terms being more relevant than the repulsive one. This is due to the fact that in absolute terms the repulsive integral is significantly lower than the other two. This points to the fact that systems strive to minimize repulsive interactions.
Most importantly, these preliminary results suggest that NCI properties, that can be easily calculated for large systems using the promolecular density, are able to reproduce DFT results. Hence, they would be a good source of information in the development of scoring functions for noncovalently bonded complexes.
Localization of the energetic contributions
Probably the greatest advantage up to now of the NCI approach was its structural information. As opposed to wavefunction methods, NCI provides information on which atoms are contributing to the (de)stabilization. It is important to verify that the energetic contributions are related to the changes in the structure. Due to their relevance, conformational changes in biosystems constitute a good example of this structure-energy relationship.
We have checked the local-energy connection in a Aβ40 peptide. Starting from PDB 2M4J, 38 a mature amyloid fibril, a single peptide has been extracted and a 200 ns classical simulation in aqueous solution has been run to study how the secondary structure adapts from the β architecture of the mature fibril to an aqueous medium.
The initial and final geometry of the Aβ monomer are reported in Figure 9 ; after 200 ns, an α-helix is spontaneously formed in the C-terminus region, encompassing residues 28 to 37 (KGAIIGLMVG). -0.02 ≤ sign(λ 2 )ρ ≤ 0.02 a.u. in residues 28 to 37, corresponding to the weakest noncovalent contacts, is shown in Figure 10 Comparing the two Figures, we can observe that the formation of the α-helix motif (in red in Fig. 10(a) ) is accompanied by a significant increase of integral of ρ in Fig. 10(b) .
The value of this integral mirrors the tighter packing of KGAIIGLMVG as the secondary structure evolves from the fibril-like geometry to the equilibrium one for the monomer in solution, which has a high α-helix content. 39 This example proves that the integrals of the promolecular density in the noncovalent interaction regions carry compact information on the temporal evolution of the system, and can be linked both to structural and energetic features. Indeed, the increase of α-helix content is reflected in an in the stabilization of the system, as shown in Figure 11 . 
Conclusions and Outlook
We have presented the new general structure and capabilities of the new release of NCIPLOT, NCIPLOT4, which is meant to provide access to a quantification of NCI properties in systems ranging from a few atoms to several hundreds. Two main implementations have been carried Overall, the combined use of promolecular densities and multiple integration ranges makes NCI properties an extremely flexible tool for the study of complex systems: fragments for NCI calculation can be defined picking any combination of atoms, which allows the user to focus on any subsystem within a larger one (space partitioning), and the flexibility in choosing the integration ranges allows the user to focus on a particular subset of interaction strength (strength partitioning). The combination of the two allows for the effective decomposition of any complex at will and for the calculation of the contribution of each component to the noncovalent interactions network.
The program is open source, available under a GNU General Public License at https://github.com/juliacontrerasgarcia/nciplot.
Supporting Information
The following data are provided in the ESI: 2D plots along the dynamics trajectories, Adaptative grid I/O example, Integrals I/O examples, Benchmark integrations.
